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“Dave Anderson’s TKO series is a genuine knockout! The fast flowing format combined with high-impact content ensures that readers in any business and in any country will benefit from the universally sound principles presented.”

—Sir Peter Vardy, former chairman and CEO of Reg Vardy PLC

“Leadership guru Dave Anderson’s new TKO series guides you through the most important management moments in an innovative, down-to-earth, and short format. These highly readable, action-packed guides bring Anderson’s insights straight into your world, usable from the CEO to the newest trainee.”

—James Strock, author, Theodore Roosevelt on Leadership

“Want to go the distance and be a champion? Let Dave Anderson add power to your punch. The TKO series is loaded with hard-hitting strategies that will knock your competition out of contention.”

—Randy Pennington, author, Results Rule!: Build a Culture that Blows the Competition Away!

“Don’t be fooled by the slim size of Dave Anderson’s TKO series books—they each pack a knockout punch. Forget sales and management theory, these bantamweight books hit right at the gut of your business—what you must to do succeed. Quick reads—and if applied, they’ll provide you with life-long results.”

—Paul McCord, author, How to Build a Million Dollar Sales Income through Referrals
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